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NBA should retire No. 24 jersey
A little over 3 million: that is the
number of signatures the change.
org petition calling for the NBA
to change its logo to that of the
recently
deceased
star,
Kobe Bryant,
gained in just
five days.
That is a significant number. A change
like that would
Tyler Rogers
be one that has
yet to be seen
from one of the four major sports
leagues.
The current logo depicts Jerry
West, a Basketball Hall of Famer
and Laker legend, much like late
Bryant. West said on The Jump,
an ESPN basketball talk show,
“If they would want to change it,
I wish they would. In many ways,
I wish they would.” West is also
on the record saying he believes
the next person to grace the logo
should be Michael Jordan.
Many who consider Jordan
the greatest player of all time, or
GOAT, within the NBA might be at
a crossroads here. I don’t think we
should pass up the GOAT for the
Mamba.
A leaguewide retirement of the
number 24, the one Bryant wore on
his jersey, is appropriate.

On Jan. 26, Dallas Mavericks ome of motivation. Coaches, teachowner Mark Cuban said in a tweet ers, companies and pastors have all
that no Maverick would wear the used his words as inspiration.
number 24 again, retiring it out of
Dan Wetzel, a national sports
respect for Bryant.
columnist for Yahoo Sports, said
It’s unprecedented for a team to on Jan. 28 the NBA will not change
retire the number of someone who the logo to Kobe Bryant. “Sourchad never played
es familiar with the
for them.
league’s thinking said
The NBA should
“There is no
there is no interest in
take note and follow
having an individual
suit, issuing a leaguinterest in having
player as its logo
wide mandate. The
because there are so
only other league- an individual player many who have been
wide
retirements
instrumental in the
were in Major
as its logo because growth of the game
League Baseball,
and the NBA. Generwhich retired the
there are so many
ic is better.”
number 42 for JackThis is a smart colie Robinson, and the
who have been
lective response from
National
Hockey
the association on
League, which reinstrumental in the what is such a sensitired the number 99
tive issue for many
for Wayne Gretzky.
growth of the game players and fans
Having
Bryant
alike. Bryant was
join that elite comand the NBA.”
more than a basketpany seems only
ball player. He was
fitting.
superhuman.
Robinson transcended baseball.
Still, good on the NBA for not
Gretzky transcended hockey. And making the rash decision and byBryant transcended basketball; 24 passing other greats who are equalshould become just as iconic as 42 ly or more deserving. This matter
and 99.
should be carried out with the utBryant was a master at connect- most care.
ing with anyone he encountered.
When I read Bryant died at 41 in
His humanitarian efforts speak for a helicopter crash, my first thought
themselves. His quotes are the epit- was about baseball player Roberto
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Instead of changing its logo to include Kobe Bryant, the NBA should retire the late player’s jersey number.
Clemente. Both tragically died
in aviation accidents. Both were
icons of their games. Both were
staunch humanitarians. Their lives
were eerily similar.
The MLB failed Clemente: players can still wear number 21.
The NBA has an opportunity
to send an important and unprecedented message to the sports

world. It should mandate a leaguewide retirement of the number 24.
It should make his number live
forever, recognizing what Bryant
meant not only to the growth and
development of the league, but to
the millions who looked up to him
as that superhuman.
The NBA knows it has just endured a monumental loss. It should

give Bryant the ultimate tribute.
Retiring his number should be a
no-brainer.
Perhaps the association is just
being cautious in its handling of
this situation. Nevertheless, the
number 24 should either be retired
by the league or by every team individually as the ultimate tribute to
a lost icon of a game.
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After mistakenly stating the Superbowl LIV champs hailed from the state of Kansas and drawing in an extended path of Hurricane Dorian, it seems, at
the very least, that President Donald Trump is geographically challenged.
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Men can be who they want to be
“That is for girls.”
“Man up.”
These are a couple of the phrases
many people tell boys who are in
touch with their feminine sides.
We encourage men to reject empathetic traits such as gentleness and
sensitivity. By
not allowing
men to openly
display these
characteristics,
we are not allowing them to
be true to themselves.
Mykel Hilliard
The culture
of
shaming
men for being “feminine” needs to
be dismantled.
Masculinity and femininity are
usually conceptualized as two different ends of a spectrum. Males
are expected to act more masculine
and females are expected to act more
feminine.
This viewpoint is problematic: We
are complex and are meant to show
all kinds of emotions. Sadly, some
families raise their sons very early
on to grow a thick skin.

Emotions are off-limits.
When tears fall from little boys’
eyes, they are told “to suck it up.”
Those tears dry into internalized anger and clenched fists. A practice of
being tough and angry instead of crying is created.
We teach boys to reject “girly”
things. Rainbows, glitter and dolls
are off-limits. That furthers the culture of toxic masculinity.
According to The New York
Times, toxic masculinity can be defined as a set of behaviors and beliefs
that include suppressing emotions or
feelings, maintaining an appearance
of hardness, as well as exhibiting
violence as an indicator of power.
The American Psychological Association said in a tweet, “Traits of
so-called ‘traditional masculinity,’
like suppressing emotions and masking distress, often start early in life
and have been linked to less willingness by boys and men to seek help,
more risk-taking and aggression.”
One of the biggest problems with
how we portray masculinity and
femininity is how we portray them
differently to boys and girls. We have
made great strides in letting girls

embrace their masculine sides. Professions that were once considered
masculine and for men such as those
in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics are being marketed
to girls. Yet we do not do the same
for boys and predominately femaleled jobs, such as nursing or teaching.
Girls are taught they can be anything a boy can. The same cannot be
said of boys.
I have struggled personally with
finding ways to display my masculine and feminine sides for most of
my young life. It started in elementary school when I wanted my G.I.
Joe action figure to have a female
companion. I chose a Barbie doll.
While my older brothers and mom
were against the idea of buying me
Barbie, they relented after I begged
and begged.
My mom said nothing when I
played with Max Steele, but policed
me when I played with the Barbie
doll. The doll wasn’t allowed to
leave the house. It was “too girly.”
In middle school, I cared more
about pop music, poetry and the Real
Housewives franchise than sports or
video games. I wrestled with the idea

of watching those types of shows because I knew they were considered
feminine.
In high school, nothing I did
seemed masculine enough. Not allowing myself to be effeminate
caused me years of anxiety for most
of my teenage years and early 20s.
I walked around as this masculine
stereotype. I did not allow people to
get close to me unless I knew they
were accepting of both my feminine
and masculine traits.
Now, in my mid-20s, I have
learned to accept both the masculine
and feminine parts of me. And because I learned that acceptance, my
mental health and self-esteem are
better than ever.
Letting boys showcase both masculine and feminine qualities without
judging or policing them will teach
them they can be whoever they want
to be.
Start letting boys be who they
want to be at a younger age.
Teach them that it is acceptable to dress, feel and act how
they please. Then society will be
forced to conform to a new standard – a standard of acceptance.
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